Abstract. A class of Z^-actions, resembling well-known actions on the quaternionic projective plane, is defined and studied. The existence of such actions on a closed homology quaternionic projective plane is shown to imply numerical restrictions on the manifold's Pontrjagin classes. One consequence is that iorp = 3, or 5, infinitely many smooth manifolds of this type admit no smooth Zp -actions.
In this paper, we consider the question of the existence of locally smooth cyclic group actions on simply-connected 8-manifolds having the same homology as HP2, the quaternionic projective plane. Such manifolds have a very simple cell structure, and they have been classified (see §1).
We are in particular concerned with Zp -actions, for p an odd prime. From Smith theory, such an action must have a nonempty fixed-point set. We prove nonexistence results by applying the G-signature theorem to the normal bundle of the fixed point set, and we construct actions by equivariantly regluing bundles.
Some of our results here are special cases of results in [7] , but in the specific case considered here we obtain much stronger information than in general. Also, it is interesting to compare Theorem 3.1 of this paper, which roughly states that one out of every p homology HP2's admits a certain kind of smooth Zp-action, with [7, Corollary 3 .8] which shows that every homology HP2 admits many PL Z^-actions.
The author would like to thank Reinhard Schultz for several valuable suggestions, and in particular for strengthening Theorem 3.1.
Furthermore, if we write V = Vh where px(V) = 2(2« -1)¿, the following hold:
(1) « determines Vh up to orientation preserving PL homeomorphism, and Vh is PL homeomorphic to -Vx_h. ( 2) The oriented homotopy type of V is determined by « mod 12.
(3) Vx = HP2, V0= -HP2. (4) Vh is smoothable iff « = 0, 1, 8, 49 (56), and is a smooth structure on a homotopy HP2 iff « = 0, 1, 49, 120 (168).
(5) // Vh is smooth, « determines its diffeomorphism type up to the action of ©8 = Z2. Whether this action is effective is unknown.
If F is a homology HP2 with Z^-action, the following theorem of Bredon (Note that a 1-connected Zp-homology S4 is homotopy-equivalent to S4, and similarly for CP2.)
The above possibilities are easily realized as fixed-point sets. Write HP2 as the right quaternionic projective space, i.e. HP2 = {(z0, z" z2) EH3-(0, 0, 0)|(z0, z" z2) = (z^, zxX, z2X), X E H}. In the above, the symbol (a) means that t acts on a subspace of a normal slice to F by z -> ta ■ z. Note that the integers (a) are only determined up to sign. Proof. First we show that if the normal representation at F' is t(z0, zx) = (e%, e">'zx), 0 < 9 < m, 0 < 0' < m, then 9 = 9'. For if 9 =£ 9', v(F') splits into a sum of two complex line bundles, and hence is of finite order in K(F'), àsH2(F' :Q) = 0.
However, Bredon's theorem states that d, the degree of the inclusion of F', is prime top, and hence nonzero, so c2(v) = x(^) = d2{F') E H4(F' : Q) is a class of infinite order, which is a contradiction. Hence 9 = 9'. Now suppose the normal representation at the isolated point of t is ew< © eie> © ew> © ew\ 0 < 0, < it. We must show 9X = 92 = 93 = 94 = 9. Apply the Atiyah-Singer G-signature formula to this action (assume V is oriented so that its intersection form is (1) rather than (-1), for the sake of definiteness) (see [1, p. 589] Proof. Suppose the normal representation is given by t -» e'e° ® e'9', 0 < 0, < tr. We must show 0O = 0,. If not, v(F) splits into a sum of complex line bundles v = tj0 © n,. From the proof of Lemma 1, we see that if F-» V is of degree d, X{v(F)) = d2 = c2(v(F)) = c2(r,0 © r,,) = c,(7,0)0,(7,,) E H4(F : Q). Now consider the restrictions of tj, and t,2 to F2, the 2-skeleton of F. As V is 3-connected, r(V)\F2 is trivial, so Suppose that c,(tj0) = 0. Then tj0 is of finite order in K(F). As d = 0, F is contractible in K, so »"(F) in V is the abstract normal bundle of F. Thus, tj, is a line bundle with the same rational Pontrjagin classes as v(F), so -3 = PÁVi) = xiVi)2 which is impossible, so 90 = 9X. Now we apply the Atiyah-Singer formula to this action. xiv{F)) -c2(y(F)) = d2. A\so,px(r(F)) = 37 ( As for p > 3, cos2 0/2 is irrational, the right side must vanish identically, yielding h = \,d = \ or h = 0, d = -1 corresponding to the two orientations of HP2.
For p = 3 we obtain a quadratic equation whose discriminant is (2/i -l)2 + 12, which is never a perfect square, so in this case also (*) must vanish identically, fj Remark 2.4. If Zp acts smoothly on Vh, p is odd, and 28 is a homotopy sphere, then Zp acts smoothly on Vh # 28 even if the latter is not diffeomorphic to Vh. A standard cutting and pasting trick in [6] implies that Vh # p2Zs admits a smooth Zp-action, and 08 = Z2 implies pi. = 2.
3. Low dimensional fixed-point sets. We now consider the cases where F = S2 u pt or 3 points. If F = 3 points, we can construct the actions for the "if half of the theorem as follows: Since the invariant S4 in a linear action contains two fixed points, Zp acts freely on an invariant equator S3. The normal bundle of S4 is then determined by a Zp-equivariant map v* : S3 -> 04, and the desired examples will be constructed to have other such equivariant normal bundles, by choosing different equivariant maps i>* : S3 -* 04. Then v# must differ from v* in ir3(04) by a map á : S3 -> 04 which factors through the covering map S3 -> L3(p). By obstruction theory any map of L3(p) into 04 must factor through the collapse L3(p) -* S3, so à must be of the form S3 -» L3(p) -» S3 -> 04, where m has degree p, c has degree 1, and a is arbitrary. However, as the bundles determined by v# and v* must have the same Euler class, a must in fact factor through the inclusion of 03 into 04. If we choose a = k times a generator of v3(03) Ç ir3(04), we get a new equivariant map vk with associated closed tube Tk(S4), and it is easy to check that the Pontrjagin classes of v* and v* differ by Akp.
The boundary of Tk(S4) is a smooth homotopy 7-sphere with free Zpaction. We claim dTk(S4) is equivariantly PL equivalent to the linear action on S7 given by the linear model; by the work of Browder, Pétrie, and Wall [3] , it suffices to show these actions have the same Atiyah-Singer and Reidemeister torsion invariants.
The Atiyah-Singer invariants are clearly equal since we have changed neither the intersection form in the tube nor the action in a neighborhood of the fixed points, and the Reidemeister torsion invariants are equal because 97^ and S1 are both obtained by gluing the same two PL (in fact smooth) manifolds Mx and M2 together by a PL homeomorphism (in fact diffeomorphism) of their boundaries. Therefore dTk(S4) is equivariantly PL equivalent with the linear S1 in the linear model and V(k) = Tk(S4) U cone dTk(S4) is a Z^-quasilinear homology HP2. The final sentence of the previous paragraph implies that the Pontrjagin classes of V(k} and HP2 differ by Akp. In case F = S2 u pt, the "if half is entirely similar, and as for the "only if half, an obstruction theory argument shows that the inclusion of the fixed S2 in V/Zp can be extended to a map of S4/Zp into V/Zp, yielding a degree 1 map, whose cover may be deformed into an immersion of S4 into V, and the argument then proceeds as above. □ Let us take this opportunity to correct an oversight in [7, §3] where we neglected to observe the analogous condition on a (same notation!) as above-that it not change the Euler class. Thus we must change the definition of bk in [7] to be the minimum Pontrjagin class of an 02k_x-bundle over S2k. Proof. We have shown that aTk/Zp is PL homeomorphic to L1(p); we need only show further that it is diffeomorphic. Now aTk/Zp must be diffeomorphic to V(p) # 27 for some homotopy sphere 27, so aTk must be diffeomorphic to S1 # pi1 = plV'. But if Vk is smooth, dTk must be diffeomorphic to S7, so/?27 = S7, and hence as 97 has order 28, for p ^ 7, 27 = S1, and so the action is smooth.
Note that by Remark 2.4, the smooth actions constructed on V above also yield smooth actions on V # 28.
Combining 3.1 with the Eells-Kuiper classification, we have the following examples:
There is a smooth structure on a homotopy HP2 for which the only group Zp,p an odd prime, which can act smoothly and quasi-linearly is Z7.
There is a smooth structure on a l-connected homology HP2 not of the homotopy type of HP2 for which the only group Zp,p an odd prime, which can act smoothly and quasi-linearly is Z7.
Proof. Take Vh for h = 49 (recalling there are no quasi-linear Z3-actions) and h = 8 respectively.
Observe that Z3 has only one possible normal representation at each fixed-point component, so that every smooth Z3-action is quasi-linear. As we shall see below, every Z5-or Z7-action on a homology HP2 must also be quasi-linear. While for p = 7 the conditions of 3. Suppose Zp acts smoothly on V with fixed points px,p2>Py Let the normal representation at p¡ be {9{(2-n/p)), j = 1, . .., 4. Then the Atiyah-Singer A computer search has revealed that for p = 5 or 7 there is not, so any Z5-or Z7-action on a homology HP2 must be quasi-linear. On the other hand, this search has found that for p = 11, the collection ( (1, 2, 3, 4 ,),
-(1,2,4,4,), (3,4,5,5,)}, which cannot arise from a linear action (see paragraph 1), does satisfy (*).
We close with two problems: Problem 1. Find all collections satisfying (*). Problem 2. Which of these can arise as the normal representations of locally smooth actions?
